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MODELING OF INDUCEJD CURRENTS FROM EI•CTROD•AM!C Ti5i'HERS 
IN A LABO••RY PLAS!•,• 
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Abstract. The presenfiy accepted pic•e ofthe currentpa• 
for elecmxlynamic tethers envisions a quasi4c currein flow 
in a "phantom loop" consisting of the tether, two field-aligned 
era'rent channels into the ionosphere and a cross-field dosing 
current in the E4aycr. Predictions are made on the establish- 
ment and maintenance of a current loop in space based on 
observations of time-dependent currents between tethered 
electrodes in a large labor•ory magnetoplasma. In addition 
m radiation from the contactors ("whistler wings"), the insu- 
lated tether is observed to emit waves (a "whistler wedge"). 
The "wedge" provides closure during loop foreration by 
ea•'mg cross-field polarization currents. Whistler spread 
• the ray cone leads to overlapping of the current wings 
not far from the tether hence minimizing the role of the iono- 
spheric closure. Maintenance of the loop requires the con- 
tinuous emission of whistler waves by the entire tether thereby 
providing severe radiation losses. 

Inaction 

One of the most interesting aspects of the electrodynamics 
of tethers in space [P• and Amxnann, 1989] is the currein 
path and cross-field closure in a collisionless magnetoplamna. 
In the absence of •rimental data, the following theoretical 
picture has found acceptance ['Banks et al., 1981]: The charge 
clouds created by the contactors generate essentially field- 
.. 'aligned currents extending into the ionospheric E-region where 

th• are shorted by Pedersen currents. This dc erarant model 
does not examine the time-dependent inductive processes 
which create and maintain the loop. In this •, the evolution 
of the tether current system is deduced from laboratory 
obselx .ations (space and time) of currents collected by tethered 
electrodes in a large colli.donless plasma. The convective 
derivative (mov'mg tether with de current) is modeled by the 
tkne derivative, v-V--> alat (stationary tether with pulsed 
emmet). The major new findings are cross-field polarization 
ranvats associated with waves emitted by the insulated tether 
at ram-on and ram-off. Such currents, together with the 
contacmrs' currents [Urmtia and Sten•l, 1989], form propa- 
'-gafing, self-closed cunent loops in the laboratory. In space, 
the motion of the tether leads to continuous emission of such 

lot•. Hence, r-•on losses should be much greater than the 
levels previously envisioned [Barnett and Olbert, 1986; Has- 
tings et al., 1988]. Superposition of these loops may indeed 
lead to the creation of a quasi4c current loop. However, 
w.histler wave spread 'within the well known ray cone (0 •; 19', 
!t•ell, 1965; Barnett and Olbert, 1986) effe•ve!y termi- 
nates the loop not far from the tether syst•. The possible use 
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ofthe loop as an ELF antenna ['Banks et al., 1981] is therefore 
in doubt. 
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Fig. 1 a) Schematic drawing of the plasma &•ce and the 
pulsed current system. The perturbed field, B(r,t) (• Bo), is 
measured with magnetic probes from which the current den- 
sity, J = V x B!I&, is calculated. Cross-field tether currents (!. vertical wire) are observed to induce return currents (dashed 

lines) which provide current closure while the currein front 
propagates at whistler wave spee• v along B o. b) Tether 
current, I, and aa/at (•dat in Oa• wire's cylimltimd coordi- 
nates) at (20,0,-20) vs. time. Note that the xesponse at ram-off 
differs from turn-on only by its sign. 

The extent (Figure l a) is performed in a large (1 m 
diameter. x 2 rn length) Maxwellira aft•glow pl .asma (n, 
!0 i: em'•./cT. • I eV.,d(dn/dt) .. 1 ms) immersed 'm a tmif 
axial de magnetic field (Bo -, I0 G). A plane, one-sided 
elecmxle (5 crn diameter) is inserted into the mi•e of the 
plasma via an insulated radial wire (tether) of appro 'xmmtdy 
! m in length. The local -cunv. m density (coMu•on + 
di•'Tlacement) is obtained via ArepeTe'S law, • = V x B, from 
time and space resolved pro-be measurements of the ..perturbed 
rnagn•c fidd, B(x,y•), over a field-aligned plme perpen- 
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dicular to the tether. The plane is at approximately 20 crn from 
the tether end contact. Plasma parameters axe obtained from 
Langrnuir probe traces. The small electron current drawn from 
the e!ec•ode (Ic •50mA <•I,• = 20 A, At •3 
does not cause nonlinear modific•ons of the plasma [Urrutia 
and Stenzel, 1986]. The ions are effectively unma•etized 
(electrode size < rs, At < 1/00½•), which also holds for initial 
tether experiments in space. 
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Fig. 2 Magnetic field lines of the field perturbation created by 
a current step (I• = 50 mA) in an insulate• stationary tether 
wire aligned .LBo. The induced field is that of two image line 
currents, antiparallel to the tether current, but propagating away 
along Bo at whistler wave speeds. No data was taken between 
the dashed lines due to overlapping of magnetic probe and 
tether/electrode. 

Waves and Currents from the Tether 

The response of a plasma to the switch-ordswitch-off of a 
magnetic field obeys Lenz's law: an opposing/sustahun' g f'wld 

is induced in the plasma. This is illuswated in Figure !b whe• 
the evolution of •)B•/3t at (20,0,-20) and I,a• versus time -are 
shown. The time rate of change is displayed instead of 
because the oscillatory nature ofthe plasma is thus more readil• y 
observed. It is noted from this display that the response at 
ram-on and turn-off differ only by the sign. Hence, any cunent 
system induced at turn-on is reversed in direction at turn• 
A moving magnetic field structure is revealed when ••r 
observations are made over ay-z plane (see Figure la). Figure 
2 displays magnetic field lines projected in such a plane. No 
data is taken in a vertical strip immediately adjacent to the 
tether since the magnetic probe and the tether wire physically 
interfere. For different times t after the switch-on of the current 
step, two magnetic "islands" propagating away from the tether 
wire are observed. The .perturbation moves along the ambiem 
field B o (, B•,•,) at approximately the group velocity of a 
whistler wave packet [H•well, 1965] given by v s = •NOk 
2c(1- (o/(oc)'a(io(oj(o•) TM = 600 hn/s for f•, •= 6 GHz, 
56 MHz, f= 1/t,• = 20 MHz. Earlier investigations with 
repetitive current waveform have confmned that both disper- 
sion and polarization of the excited waves is that of whisdexs 
[U•• and $tenzel, 1989]. The wave packet exhibits helicity, 
i.e., there are (B•-B•) loops linked through the loops 

$ubtra•ion of the free-space magnetic field associated 
with the wire current (B = IXo/•,•/2•r) from the total field 'm 
the plasma indicates that as much magnetic energy is associated 
with the plasma response (the wave/pol•on current) as 
with the stored free-•ace energy (B2•J2go = B•__Jr2g• 
The same result, of course, holds during turn-off. However, 
the energy source for the plasma response is theti the stored 
energy in the free-space field surrounding the tether. 
50% ofthe total energy spent by the tether to establish raagnetic 
fields is radiated away via waves. 

The current density J = V x B/IXo is seen to have a 
portent Jx associated with the nmgnetic islands. The induced 
cxaxent is directed opposite to the tether current as dedu• 
from Figures lb and 2, and flows perpendicularly to the static 
magnetic field Bo. A contour plot of Jdy,z) is shown in Figare 
3a while Figu• 3b presents the integrated cross-field curm•, 
I• = Ils • dydz, flowing through two safface area $ (20 x 20 
crn2). As the propagating wave polarization current 
through the fixed area A, it equals the tether current to 
measurernent accuracy (:t:20%), i.e., the total induced current 
of both fight and left propagating waves form a complete 
cross-field current closure for the tether current. This 

consistent with the fact that the field-aligned •t from the 
elecmxie has not reached the chamber wall, hence cannot 
provide the carrent closure. While the tether current 
become time independent O/Or •- 0) the plasma current is 
propagating, i.e., locally time-dependent. In addition to the 
"primary" current •stem, a •econdary induced ctnxent • 
(da•ed comoms, Figaxe 3a) is set up in the plasma to oppo• 
it. This is consistent with the wave nature of the current. As 

discused above (see Figaxe lb), the induced cross-field 
currents reverse sign when the tether current is switched off. 

Model of Induced Currents for Tethers in Space 

The induced currents are produced in the laboratory plasma 
by time varying currents in a stationary frame. In space, a 
moving, insulated tether with dc cun•nts will also induce 
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Fig. 3 Data showing current closure by induced cross-field 
polaxiz•'on currents. (a) Contours of constam current density 
J,(.v•z) (solid contours, J• into •, 0.04 mA/cm•/contour) in 
the region of the left induced magnetic island (see Fig. 2). 
"Sec .ondary" induced oxrmnts (dash• contours, J• out of 
paper) have been enhanced (0.0! mA/cm2/contour). (b) T• 
dependence of the tether current and the induced cross-field 
munn •t (dashed curve) obtained by integrating Jx for both 
magnetic isl• overy-z planes as in (a). The 'tnne dependence 
l(t).• is caused by the propag•on of the wave across the 
fLxed surface S. The peak return currein accounts for the tether 
current to within measurement accuracy (= 20%). 

time-varying etm•nts in a stationazy space plasma because of 
Faraday's law together with the convective derivative (d/dr = 
v.V). The respome of the plasma to a rapidly moving non- 
unifonn magnetic field surro••g the tether 'wire is qua!i- 
tative!y analogous to that of a magnetic pulse, Le., a wave 
paciet will be launched on each field line [Dobrowo!ny and 

Veltri, 1986]. While this well-known picture led to the pre- 
diction of Alfv•n and possible whistler wings •ated from 
the electrodes/½omacto• (Drell et al., !965; i-I•tings et al., 
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Fig. 4 $•-,•c draw'rag of proposed .tulle. lit closure for 
electrodynamic tethers in space. a) Smmnaxy of the !aborato• 
observati(azs. At ram-on, a cross-field polarization J•. is 
induced in the plasma. This current, together with the currents 
to the contact ends, forms a current loop. Because the •ts 
couple to whistler waves, they propagate along Bo. At turn-off, 
a plasma current is induced that attempts to maintain the 
tether's dc magnetic field. This current forms a dosed loop 
with the already propagating currents. The loop then travels 
and spreads along Bo. b) In space, a tether system moving with 
velocity v.[ across Bo excites a stream of dosed currein loops 
due to its short transit time through each flux tube. The 
superposi• of these loops leads to a quasi-de "Phantom" loop 
incl'med at a negligibly small angle 0c = tan't(vffv•) • 0.2' 
with reslXX:t to B o. c) Because the •t is tax\led by 
diverging wh/st!er waves, the loop effectively doses wtma the 
ray cones from each contactor begin to overlap, i.e., at r = 
L[(2tan19') ,• 30 km away from the tether (w• œ isthe tether 
length and !9 ø is the ray cone angle f.or 00 ß too). 

1988.), it • not seem to have been considered for the te• 
itself. The laboratory o•rvations clearly show :the effic'• 
excitation of a whistler wave from a long wire across Bo, Thus, 
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one can expect that a tether in space will generate a wedge-like 
whistler wave along its entire length (•- 20 kin) due to the wave 
spread within the ray cone. The waves emitted by the tether 
depend mainly on the time rate of change of the tether magnetic 
field and its velocity and not on the length of the tether. The 
consequence of this whistler wedge is that it provides for a 
cross-field current closure and energy losses due to radiation 
of whistlers which have not been considered before. 

Figure 4 displays schematic pictures of the proposed 
current system involving induced plasma currents. Figure 4a 
summarizes the laboratory observation after closing a switch 
at t = 0. The contactors emit whistler waves confined to ray 
cones, the tether emits a whistler wave contimed to a wedge. 
The tether current is closed by two field-aligned, spreading 
current channels and a propagating, cross-field polarization 
current at the front of the whistler wave. Opening the switch 
at t = AT induces a cross-field current that closes with the 

currents already in place in the plasma. The closed current 
loop then moves along the field lines spreading within the ray 
cone as it propagates. Analogously, elementary loops are 
created and shed by the tether at every field line it crosses 
(Figure 4b). Superposition of the multitude of loops does lead 
to the formation of a quasi-tic loop with a diffuse cross-field 
current system. However, a clearly iden 'tffiable loop does not 
extend to the ionosphere because ray cones of angle of angle 
0c = 19 ø (to •< toc) emitted by the contactors of a 20 krn long 
tether begin to overlap at a distance of r • 10 kin/tan 19 ø= 
30 km (Figure 4c). Beyond this scale length, distinct current 
channels can no longer be identified. It is also possible that 
ducting of whistlers on different field lines further complicates 
the current channel. While the current in such a loop may be 
modulated (e.g., by modifying the cur•nt strength), coupling 
to ELF waves as previously envisioned [Banks et al., 1981; 
Penzo and Amman, 1989] may be inefficient in view of the 
poor definition of the current path beyond the scale length of 
overlapping ray cones. 

It has been previously assumed that wave emission is 
mostly due to the contact ends ['Bamett and Olbert, 1986]. Such 
prediction is based on the assumption that the tether-plasma 
current system reaches a steady state. Our experimental 
observations indicate that the current in the frame ofthe plasma 
is never in steady state. Current loops are constantly created. 
Consequenfiy, a significant pan of the electrical energy of the 
tether is continuously being converted to wave energy which 

is subsequenfiy deposited in the plasma and lost to the tether 
system. 
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